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“…He can impress 
with the best of 
them, but he can 
beguile and reach 
you emotionally in 
a way which is 
supremely rare…” 
- Will Ackerman



A Quick Look:

Buzz:
- Over 10,000,000+ streams on Spotify
- Over 2,000,000+ views on Youtube

Live:
- Tours North America, UK, Europe, Asia and South America
- Performed at Carnegie Hall in NYC, Union Chapel in London etc.

Innovation:
- Designed historic new instrument called the “Kalimbatar”
- Partnering with company to make Kalimbatar available world-wide

Industry:
- Praised by industry legends including Graham Nash, Dar Williams, 

Andy McKee, Steve Hackett, Billy Cobham and many more
- Recorded with 3 different multi-grammy winning producers

Media:
- Featured on NPR, CBC, NBC, PBS, Icelandic National Radio, 
German National Television, Acoustic Guitar Magazine, La Chitarra 
Acustica, and many more
- Album peaked #4 and nominated for “Instrumental Album of the 

Year” in 2015 international world music radio chart ZMR



Rated one of the top 30 guitarists in the world under 30 years of age by Acoustic Guitar magazine, 
Trevor Gordon Hall is an instrumentalist from Philadelphia whose compositions range in style from edgy 
driving rhythms to soft melodic phrases. Trevor sets himself apart by leaving no physical aspect of the guitar 
untouched and weaving together different textures into grand yet intimate and lyrical compositions. His 
blend of sounds never overcomplicates but focuses on utilizing the instrument’s fullest creative and 
compositional potential guiding listeners through an igniting experience of music that isn’t just heard but felt.  

Trevor has gained the respect of some of the most trusted and legendary names in the music business 
and his genre with nods of approval from Graham Nash, Steve Hackett, Billy Cobham, Dar Williams, Will 
Ackerman, Don Ross, Andy McKee, Phil Keaggy and more. Between his live show, his albums and his 
custom instrument, Trevor has earned an international growing fanbase that has allowed him to tour 
throughout North America and Europe.  Trevor has also been featured on various national radio stations 
including NPR and national and international television networks including NBC, PBS and German 
national television. 

At the start of his career, Trevor caught the eye of 9 time Grammy award winning producer Joe 
Nicolo (James Taylor, Billy Joel, Bob Dylan, etc.), who produced two of Trevor’s releases, Finding My Way 
and Let Your Heart Be Light, in 2008 and 2009. 

Then in 2010, inspired by his studies and always on the hunt for new sounds to utilize, Trevor 
collaborated with various builders to design an instrument combining an african finger piano (kalimba) and 
an acoustic guitar.  The instrument combination, which Trevor calls the “Kalimbatar”, has opened up new 
possibilities for solo instrumental music.  Compositions inspired by the pairing of the two instruments were 
first introduced in previous releases but fully realized in Trevor’s Candyrat Records debut Entelechy.  Upon 
its release in 2011, this album rapidly climbed the iTunes Singer/Songwriter charts, as well as YouTube Top 
Commented/Top Favorited/Most Discussed categories gathering millions of views with the release of 
performance videos.  This enabled Trevor to start touring throughout the USA, Canada, England, Wales, 
Ireland, Iceland, Italy, Holland and more.

In the next few years leading up to his 2014 album Mind Heart Fingers, Trevor redesigned and fine-
tuned the Kalimbatar with the help of master luthier Sheldon Schwartz.   Trevor recorded with his new 
instrument at Imaginary Road Studios in VT with Grammy winning and long time hero Will Ackerman.  
Mind Heart Fingers was the result of a unique experience created between Will, Tom Eaton and Trevor, to 
capture a heart-felt recording honoring the guitar tradition which Windham Hill helped to found, while 
looking forward to what is next for the guitar scene.This project reached #4 on the ZMR international radio 
charts and was nominated for best instrumental acoustic album of the year by the ZMR awards.

Constantly working on new sounds and possibilities, Trevor released the first of an EP series entitled 
Kalimbatar Classics Vol. 1 in 2015 featuring his arrangements of classical piano standards for the Kalimbtar.  
Moving from that into the electronic world in his 2016 release Late Night with Headphones Vol. 1, Trevor 
introduces his listeners to new sounds incorporating electric guitar and electronic textures. 

Trevor is an artist on a mission to ride the line between being adventurous and accessible.  As 
Grammy winning Will Ackerman has said “…Trevor has a stunning range stylistically while being made 
cohesive by the power of Trevor’s artistic voice and vision...a guitarist we will need to pay attention to…”, 
and guitarist Don Ross agrees, “…Trevor has a timeless sense of melody, and he creates some of the richest 
sonic textures you're likely to hear from any contemporary composer/guitarist…”
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CDs Available from:
Spotify, Apple Music, CD 

BABY, iTunes, Amazon and 
wherever music is sold 

online
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Links and Contact:

Contact and Booking: info.trevorgordonhall@gmail.com
Website:  www.trevorgordonhall.com
Reviews:  http://www.trevorgordonhall.com/reviews/
Press: http://www.trevorgordonhall.com/press/
Videos:

“Kalimbatar” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Lo9kGHYn_bI
“Coldplay Medley” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSC2hZTSN2o
“Turning Ruts Into Grooves” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKxc3G_kSGs
“Clair de Lune” https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGBNqr4EDWM
PBS Feature “Behind the Guitar” http://behindtheguitar.wlvt.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/video/trevor-s.mp4

Social Media:
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/trevorgordonhall
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/trevorghall
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=%22trevor+gordon+hall%22
Instagram: http://www.instagram.com/trevorgordonhall
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Quotes:

"...In the genre of intriguing guitar players Trevor really stands 
out. His music is both soothing and challenging…"
Graham Nash - Crosby, Still, and Nash

"...Creative imagination resides, as well as flourishes within 
certain artists, and it certainly does so in Trevor Gordon Hall. 
Ingenuity is something that always causes surprise, and this 
gentleman's abilities are totally exceptional..." 
Pat Martino - Jazz Guitarist

"...Trevor Gordon Hall is clearly talented and his music is 
engaging...an innovative approach...a great musician and I 
recommend anyone listens to his new album…"
Steve Hackett - Guitarist from Genesis

“What an inspiration! So rich and lyrical. It was only halfway 
through that I realized there weren't any words! It's a wonderful 
album.”
Dar Williams - Singer/Songwriter

"...Sharp, absorbing and beautiful meditations for guitar that will 
get your mind moving in new ways…"
Tom Moon - Music Critic; All Things Considered/Rolling Stone/GQ/
Blender/Vibe/Spin

"...Young, talented, daring...helping to transform the way the 
instrument is being played around the world…"
Acoustic Guitar Magazine (Selected as Part of Top 30 Guitarists 
under 30)


